國立台南二中 108 學年度 第一學期 高三 期末考 英文科 題目卷
以下題目請正確劃記在電腦卡上，並請注意電腦卡上是否已正確劃記/寫上班級姓名座號。
一、字彙題 (20%)
1. The highway wasn’t crowded so Marcus was able to ______ along at a high speed for most of
the journey.
(A) advocate
(B) twist
(C) inhabit
(D) cruise
2. Although the kitchen is completely ______, Alice thinks that it’s unattractive and needs to be
remodeled. Most of all, it is not to her taste.
(A) alternative
(B) functional
(C) spacious
(D) manual
3. Despite the reputation and wealth, the famous singer has long been ______ by serious
depression. Now she is on medication and hopes to get well soon.
(A) matured
(B) anticipated
(C) mocked
(D) plagued
4. Don’t walk too close to the edge of the river—the water has ______ the bank and it could
collapse under your weight.
(A) composed
(B) eroded
(C) equipped
(D) evoked
5. The armed gang beat up several clerks while they were robbing the bank. Accordingly, they were
charged with robbery and ______ when they were later caught by the police.
(A) assault
(B) anticipation
(C) acknowledgement (D) taunt
6. Jackie Wu has a very _____ voice; whenever he sings or dubs for animated movies, his voice is
instantly recognizable.
(A) massive
(B) harassing
(C) distinctive
(D) mocking
7. The research that has gone into this study is ______, deep and balanced. Many scholars from
other countries often refer to this research in their own papers.
(A) numerous
(B) renowned
(C) chewy
(D) thorough
8. One ______ of British food is that it’s boring and lacks flavor. Famous British chefs like Jamie
Oliver and Gordon Ramsay try hard to reverse such prejudice.
(A) identity
(B) bishop
(C) stereotype
(D) whiff
9. Janet was very upset with her husband who failed to keep his promise of taking her to France for
vacation, and his apology didn’t ______ her anger at all. She was still mad at him.
(A) utter
(B) inflict
(C) diminish
(D) scold
10. Post-______ stress disorder is a mental health condition that's triggered by a terrifying event —
either experiencing it or witnessing it. People may suffer nightmares, severe anxiety, and
uncontrollable thoughts about the event.
(A) traumatic
(B) evident
(C) permanent
(D) abusive
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二、綜合測驗 (40%)
第 11 到 18 題為一題組
It’s a widely known truth that words have power and rude ones can hurt our feelings. Not
surprisingly, many of us have encountered verbal abuse. Verbal abuse is, __11__, quite common.
However, many people aren’t __12__ how much verbal abuse can affect us. Verbal abuse,
according to scientific research, can harm us emotionally and physically. One type of verbal abuse
is an active assault. This happens when a boss calls an employee an idiot, or when a student is
harassed by classmates __13__ being different. __14__ many people’s __14__, verbal abuse
happens in the family as well. For example, a parent may insult or scold a child regularly. Passive
verbal abuse occurs when a parent ignores a child or frequently __15__ the child’s opinions.
__16__ to verbal abuse, some people are likely to have low self-esteem or be troubled by
emotional problems such as anxiety or depression. __17__, these people may choose to end their
lives. Other victims may inflict this pain on others because this is the only means of expression
they know. Long-term damage of such abuse cannot be overlooked either. One study showed that
verbal abuse victims’ brains looked much like __18__ of disabled people. We should remember
that mental scars caused by verbal abuse, though invisible on the outside, can run deep on the
inside, and we should choose our words wisely before uttering them.
11. (A) as a matter of fact
(B) as a result
12. (A) unconscious of
(B) renowned for
13. (A) with
(B) by
14. (A) For/surprise
(B) To/disbelief
15. (A) uncovers
(B) unfolds
16. (A) To expose
(B) Exposed
17. (A) Depressed and hopeless
(C) To be depressed and hopeless
18. (A) which
(B) that

(C) as an example
(D) as a rule
(C) aware of
(D) insensitive to
(C) on
(D) for
(C) To/delight
(D) For/astonishment
(C) discounts
(D) disables
(C) Exposing
(D) Exposure
(B) Depressedly and hopelessly
(D) Depressing and hopelessness
(C) ones
(D) those

第 19 到 25 題為一題組
Many people have heard of Hayao Miyazaki and his internationally __19__ films. A key figure
and concept artist in Studio Ghibli, Miyazaki started showing his interest in animation when he was
young. Although he earned degrees in political science and economics from Gakushuin University,
he chose to pursue a career in animation. Before long, Miyazaki became well-known for his
outstanding drawing ability and artistic creativity.
Like many other great artists, Miyazaki was greatly influenced by his childhood experiences.
For example, he spent his early childhood dealing with air-raid sirens and daily bombings, __20__
thus is considered the reason why anti-war messages and tremendous optimism can be found in
his films. Also, the __21__ of strong female characters is another obvious characteristic that makes
Miyazaki’s works one of a kind. In addition, flying is a recurring theme in his movies, and his flying
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vehicles are often imaginary, with the design never possible in real life. __22__ his early exposure
to aviation, Miyazaki __22__ so inspired by flying then. Finally, Miyazaki’s films stand out because
his characters reflect reality. In Miyazaki’s opinion, there is no clear cut between good and evil.
Villains can reveal certain positive traits __23__ their violence, evil, and hatred. Audiences will
conclude that people are __24__ completely righteous __24__ completely wicked and there are
always positive things worth __25__ for. No wonder Miyazaki’s films are loved by moviegoers and
critics, for they are really true to life.
19. (A) acclaimed
(B) praising
20. (A) what
(B) which
21. (A) adventure
(B) resolution
22. (A) But for/would not be
(C) Without/would not have been
23. (A) rather than
(B) as well as
24. (A) neither/nor
(B) either/or
25. (A) of living
(B) to live

(C) emphasized
(D) renowning
(C) that
(D) it
(C) attempt
(D) presence
(B) But that/would not have been
(D) Without/would have been
(C) in addition
(D) instead of
(C) both/and
(D) not only/but also
(C) living
(D) lived

第 26 到 30 題為一題組
Bubble tea could be considered to be Taiwan’s national drink. One particular variety, pearl
milk tea, has proved to have enduring popularity. However, there’s some __26__ as to who actually
came up with the idea for this drink.
Two teahouses claim the honor. The Hanlin Tea Room in Tainan says that its founder, Tu
Tsung-Ho, should receive __27__ for the idea. He bought some tapioca balls from a market and
added them to milk tea. However, according to another story, Lin Hsiu-Hui of the Chun Shui Tang
teahouse in Taichung created pearl milk tea. During a meeting, she added some to her cold milk
tea. Everyone liked the resulting taste and texture. However, there is another possible origin for
pearl milk tea. In Malaysia and Singapore, locals drink something called cendol or chendol. This
refreshing drink brings them relief from the tropical heat. This drink is made with jelly-like strings
of rice flour mixed with coconut milk, sugar, and ice. It may be that this __28__ pearl milk tea.
These days, there are many kinds of bubble tea. Some people would rather stick to classic pearl
milk tea __29__ other ingredients, while others will experiment with coffee, fruit, and coconut jelly.
No matter how you like to drink it, or who invented it in the first place, everyone can agree that
bubble tea is a wonderful __30__.
26. (A) agony
27. (A) expansion
28. (A) inspired
29. (A) than trying
30. (A) barrier

(B) consent
(B) enrollment
(B) imitated
(B) than try
(B) beetle

(C) debate
(C) contempt
(C) inherited
(C) to try
(C) basin
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(D) endeavor
(D) credit
(D) imposed
(D) to trying
(D) beverage

三、文意選填 (20%)
(A) behavior
(AC) tragedy

(B) honor
(C) sole
(AD) belongs (AE) flee

(D) internal (E) attends
(BC) portrays (BD) spare

(AB) reputation
(BE) pay off

The Hate U Give tells the story of Starr Carter. She’s a 16-year-old black girl who lives in
Garden Heights, a poor black neighborhood. However, Starr doesn’t go to a local school; instead,
she __31__ Williamson Prep, a private high school where most students are white. This means
Starr never quite feels like she __32__ in either environment. Starr’s __33__ conflict about who
she is plays an important role in the book. Her external problems, on the other hand, begin at a
house party in Garden Heights. At this party, Starr is talking with Khalil, one of her childhood
friends. She discovers he’s been selling drugs for King, the leader of a local gang. Khalil is doing this
as there’s no other way he can __34__ his family’s debts. Suddenly, a fight breaks out at the party.
Two rival gangs face off, and shots are fired. Starr and Khalil __35__ the party in Khalil’s car. When
they’re stopped by a police officer, __36__ strikes. The policeman shoots and kills Khalil when he
thinks Khalil is reaching for a gun. Starr doesn’t want to identify herself as the __37__ witness to
this incident. However, when the incident makes national news, the media __38__ Khalil as a
dangerous drug dealer, while the policeman is shown in a positive light. At last, Starr agrees to
testify about what happened to save her friend’s __39__. At the hearing, the officer is found not
guilty. Riots break out in Garden Heights in response to this injustice. During the chaos, King sets
fire to Starr’s family’s store while she and others are still inside. After the riots are over, the
neighborhood hands King over to the police. Starr, who has come to accept both sides of herself,
decides to __40__ Khalil’s memory. She is going to fight against racism with the most powerful
weapon she has: her voice.

四、篇章結構 (10%)
Young children and teenagers often face difficult situations, such as bullying, physical abuse,
drug problems, and family troubles. __41__ That’s where ChildLine steps in.
ChildLine began in the United Kingdom in 1986 as a telephone “help line” for kids who were
being abused by their parents. But over the years, it has developed into so much more. __42__ In
1998, the organization also started working in schools to provide support for troubled students,
and it began teaching communication skills so that boys and girls could better handle problems
themselves. __43__ The Family Law Act, passed in 1996, gives courts in the United Kingdom the
power to remove child abusers from a home. And the Protection of Children Act, passed in 1999,
allows the government to prevent unsuitable people from working with kids in health and social
care.
__44__ The program has spread to dozens of countries around the world, including the
United States of America, South Africa, and India. According to one child, “I know in my heart that
if it had not been for ChildLine, I wouldn’t be alive right now.” __45__
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(A) In 1999, for example, ChildLine opened its help line to children who were being bullied.
(B) ChildLine has even helped to pass certain law.
(C) Sadly, it is not always easy for kids and teens to find help or good advice.
(D) Without a doubt, this program has already accomplished so much, and it is hoped that it will
continue to grow and help even more young people.
(E) Today, in the UK alone, ChildLine has nearly 1,400 counselors answering the phone calls of
young people in need of help.

五、閱讀測驗 (10%)
Some people dream of living in a huge house. Others, however, are happy with a small space
that’s just perfect for them. On TLC’s show Tiny House, Big Living, we meet some of the latter, and
take a look at the small houses they’ve built or had built for themselves.
One couple we meet is Jared and Jessie. They are artists and run their own art-print clothing
business, Bunkerfish. They plan to live on a houseboat in New Jersey’s Long Beach Island. There are
lots of details to set this living space apart. It has an arched door and two round windows provided
by the island’s Maritime Museum. The bathroom sink even looks like a giant clam, which Jessie
made herself. She also painted the name of the boat, Bunkerhouse, on the side of the boat. Their
houseboat, which is surprisingly spacious, is perfect for their creative personalities.
Jared and Jessie did a lot of the work themselves, but single mother Nadia has hired a
company, Hummingbird TINY Housing, to make a tiny house for her. Nadia’s daughter will soon
move away to college, so Nadia wants to downsize and move into a smaller home that can travel.
She has some big plans, and what’s more, she wants everything to be made with eco-friendly
materials.
However, the builders encounter a problem with Nadia’s sitting room design. The built-in
table doesn’t lower completely into the floor. The plans are quickly changed, so the sitting area
now features a fold-down table. As well, there’s a second bed in the form of a wooden bedroll that
sits across the tops of the sofas and can support a queen-sized mattress. There’s also a great deal
of storage space for Nadia to use. Check out TLC’s Tiny House, Big Living to see how more people
make their tiny home dreams a reality.
46.What is this article mostly about?
(A) The things to consider when building a small house.
(B) One woman who built her own small house by hand.
(C) A TV show about people with small but perfect houses.
(D) A TV show about a company that builds small houses.
47.According to the article, which of the following does Bunkerhouse NOT feature?
(A) Windows that are round rather than square.
(B) A roll-up bed that can take a queen-sized mattress.
(C) The name of the house painted on the outside.
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(D) A door with a curve at the top rather than a straight line.
48.What is the reason for Nadia’s change of home?
(A) It will be the best place for her to make art-print T-shirts.
(B) She has always dreamed of living on a houseboat.
(C) She can no longer afford the big house she lives in now.
(D) She will need less space when her child goes away.
49.What does the bathroom sink in Bunkerhouse look like?
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)

50. What problem led to a change in the plans for Nadia’s house?
(A) The table she originally wanted couldn’t function as she had expected.
(B) It turned out there was no room for a second bed as Nadia had hoped for.
(C) The builders couldn’t make a bedroll that supported a queen-sized mattress.
(D) There wasn’t as much storage space as she had originally hoped for.

試題到此結束
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Answer Key
1-10

DBDBA, CDCCA

11-20

ACDBC, BADAB

21-30

DCBAC, CDABD

31-35

E, AD, D, BE, AE,

36-40

AC, C, BC, AB, B

41-45

CABED

46-50

CBDBA
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